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Limited Radiation Belt 
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California Institute of Technology, Pasadena 
The Voyager 2 cosmic ray experiment observed intense electron fluxes in the middle magnetosphere of 
Uranus. High counting rates in several of the solid-state detectors precluded the normal multiple coincidence 
analysis used for cosmic ray observations, and we have therefore performed laboratory measurements of the 
single-detector response to electrons. These calibrations allow a deconvolution from the counting rate data of 
the electron energy spectrum between energies of about 0.7 and 2.5 MeV. We present model fits to the 
differential intensity spectra from observations between L values of 6 and 15. The spectra re well represented 
by power laws in kinetic energy with spectral indices between 5 and 7. The phase space density at fixed values 
of the first two adiabatic invariants generally increases with L, indicative of an external source. However, there 
are also local minima associated with the satellites Ariel and Umbriel, indicating either a local source or an 
effective source due to nonconservation of the first two adiabatic invariants. For electrons which mirror at the 
highest magnetic latitudes, the local minimum associated with Ariel is radially displaced from the minimum L of 
that satellite by 4}.5. The latitude variation of the satellite absorption efficiency predicts that if satellite losses 
are replenished primarily by radial diffusion there should be an increasing pitch angle anisotropy with 
decreasing L. The uniformity in the observed anisotropy outside the absorption regions then suggests that it is 
maintained by pitch angle diffusion. The effective source due to pitch angle diffusion is insufficient to cause the 
phase space density minimum associated with Ariel. Model solutions of the simultaneous radial and pitch angle 
diffusion equation show that the displacement of the high-latitude Ariel signature is also consistent with a larger 
effective source. This source may be created by inelastic scattering, leading to diffusion in energy as well as 
pitch angle. 
1. INTRODUCTION phase space densities [Cooper and Stone, 1991]. In this paper we 
The radiation belts of the outer planets Jupiter, Samm, Uranus consider the CRS response to lectrons with kinetic energy 
and Neptune have now been explored quite xtensively by the >_ 1 MeV based on new calibrations a d present results which 
Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft. The data have been particularly apply to a region extending from inside the orbit of Ariel to 
interesting with regard to the interaction of the trapped radiation outside the orbit of Umbriel. 
with the planetary satellites, which can be a probe of particle Satellite interactions are thought to have produced all of the 
transport and loss mechanisms not available at Earth. Uranus and significant variations in the CRS electron counting rates, which 
Neptune have the additional feature of a highly tilted dipole have been described xtensively b Cooper and Stone [1991]. 
magnetic field, and the unusual geometry leads to extended The locations of counting rate minima were compared with 
absorption regions outside the satellite orbits. Such a well- minimum L values of the satellite orbits based on the Q3 
defined loss mechanism provides a unique opportunity to study planetary magnetic f eld model [Connerney et al., 1987; Acuna et 
radiation belt diffusion processes. al., 1988]. Preliminary nalysis ofthe magnetic field ata [Ness 
The first direct measurements of the Uranian radiation belts et al., 1986] led to an offset ilted dipole (OTD) model of the 
were made by instrumentation b ard the Voyager 2 spacecraft planetary magnetic field which was largely successful in 
during its passage through t e magnetosphere in January 1986. organizing the particle data, although there were differences 
between the locations of the counting rate minima and the satellite Both the low-energy charged particle (LECP) and cosmic ray (CRS) experiments measured intense fluxes of trapped lectrons, orbits. Use of the more accurate Q3model did not eliminate the 
with lower ion fluxes. Preliminary nalyses of these r sults were differences, leading to the realization that the magnetic field 
presented by Krimigis etal. [1986] and Stone t al. [1986]. configuration alone could not account for the particle profiles. 
Detailed analyses of the LECP results, including calculations f Theoretical culations [Paonessa and Cheng, 1987; Cooper, 
energy spectra and pitch angle distributions [Mauk et al., 1987] 1990] show that the particle absorption rate by a satellite is
and phase space densities [Cheng etal., 1987] for both protons trongly peaked near the minimum L value, which therefore 
and electrons, have subsequently been made. Similar detailed might be expected to correspond with the minimum particle 
calculations with the CRS data, which would complement the intensity. However, in several cases the counting rate minima are 
LECP results by their coverage of higher particle energies, have significantly displaced from the minimum L [Stone etal., 1986; 
not been made up to now because of uncertainties in the Cooper and Stone, 1991]. Cooper and Stone point out hat such 
instrumentS-response, although preliminary calculations were offsets may be caused by diffusion f the instantaneous 
made of the energy spectra [Cooper and Stone, 1986] and the absorption pr files over long time periods. 
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The offsets in the counting rate minima are an increasing 
function of energy and are not as apparent at lower energies, 
either in the counting rates [Krimigis et al., 1986] or in the phase 
space density analysis of the LECP data [Cheng et al., 1987]. 
Further analysis of the CRS data is therefore warranted. Our 
results confirm the preliminary findings of Cooper and Stone 
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[1991]. The electron phase space demities do indeed show 
absorption signatures with offsets from the satellite minimum L 
values corresponding to those in the counting rate data. There axe 
also deep minima at these locations indicative of a local source of 
energetic electrons, a result consistent those of Cheng et al. 
All of the data analysis refers to L values which were 
calculated from the Q3 magnetic field model for electrons which 
mirror at the location of the spacecraft. Drift shell splitting 
[Stone, 1963] due to the azimuthal asymmetry of the magnetic 
field is negligible (<• 0.1%) outside the Voyager 2 closest 
approach to Uranus [Acuna et al., 1988]. Also, shell splitting due 
to large-scale (convection) electric fields is probably negligible 
because at low energies the counting rate minima axe close to the 
satellite minimum L values [Cooper and Stone, 1991] and the 
electric field effects decrease with particle energy. The use of L 
as an invariant drift shell parameter therefore seems justified. 
The CRS inslxument and the analysis procedure for modeling 
the electron intensity spectrum are described in section 2. The 
resulting model parameters and a subsequent calculation of the 
electron phase space density, as a function of L and the first two 
adiabatic invariants of charged particle motion, are presented in 
section 3. Implications for electron diffusion and model solutions 
of the bimodal diffusion equation are discussed in section 4. 
2. INSTaU•m• ANn DATA ANALYSIS 
The Voyager cosmic ray system includes two high-energy 
telescopes, four low-energy telescopes and one electron telescope 
(TET). Each was optimized for sensitivity to the low fluxes of 
interplanetary cosmic rays. For a complete description see Stone 
et al. [1977]. The interplanetary data are analyzed by requiting 
simultaneous observations of a given event in two or more 
detectors within a given telescope, leading to a unique 
identification of each analyzed event. The high magnetospheric 
electron fluxes generally lead to a high rate of accidental 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the detector layout in the CRS electron 
telescope (TET). 
magnetospheric electrons are gyrotropic with respect o the local 
magnetic field. Referring to a coordinate system with its polar 
axis along the symmetry axis of the telescope, ot is a function of 
the spherical angles 0 and •. The response function, R, of a 
given detector is defined by 
coincidences among different detectors, and the multiple where N(E)dE is the number of electrons depositing e ergies 
coincidence analysis is not possible. The data have therefore between E and E+dE in the detector during the livetime x. 
been restricted to single d tector measurements. For a description Azimuthal symmetry in R is assumed, corresponding to thatof 
of the CRS configuration duri g the Uranus encounter see Stone the telescope. The measurements of R by laboratory calibration 
et al. [1986] and Cooper and Stone [1991]. are described in the appendix. 
We will discuss results from the electron telescope which There are two types of data from D1. The integral counting 
provided the greatest ensitivity to electrons. A schematic rates are formed by integrating N(E) over all energies, E, above 
drawing of the ight solid-state detectors within TET is shown i  the electronic threshold f E = 0.5 MeV. The pulse height 
Figure 1. They provide sensitivity to different energy ranges analyzed (PHA) data re formed by integrating N(E) over the 
because of the varying amount ofpassive shielding an electron energy range of each analyzer channel (which ave widths of 
must penetrate to reach the different detectors. The D1 detector about 20 keV). The integrations lead to integral response 
has the least amount of passive shielding due to its location at the functions, Ri(E',O), where i labels the channel number. By 
front of the telescope. Therefore D1was most responsive to including the entire nergy range applicable to the integral 
lower energy electrons a d yielded the highest counting rate. The counting rate as one xtra channel labeled bya particular v lue of 
most central detector, D4, has the most shielding due to the i, the entire data set is represented as a set of Ni. From (1), 
surrounding detectors and yielded the lowest counting rate. 
However, the complex shielding eometry makes interpretation of
the single-detector counting rates difficult, because they do not 
correspond direcfiy to incident flux. We have therefore 
performed laboratory calibrations using an identical telescope to 
allowing for a channel dependent livetime xi, 
The set of Nt can also include data from other detectors by 
those flown on the two Voyager spacecraft. Results from D1 will integrating the appropriate response functions. The data analysis 
be of primary concern due to that detectors higher sensitivity, consists of inverting (2)to find j(E,ot). 
although the calibration olD2 will also be of interest. D1 has the The extent to which j(E,ot) can be resolved by R•(E',O) from 
additional dvantage of providing pulse height analysis of a small the data, Nt, is determined by the extent o which R approximates 
fraction of its recorded events, and these will be essential in a delta function corresponding to the stopping energy of the 
deriving spectral information. electron. At higher energies more of the electrons penetrate the 
The aim of the calibrations is to allow a calculation of the detector, resulting in a peak in R corresponding to minimum 
electron differential intensity, j(E,ot), which is a function of ionization that is essentially independent of electron energy. As a 
kinetic energy, E, and pitch angle, or. Here we assume that the result, the spectral sensitivity of (2) is limited to E' <_ 2.5 MeV. 
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The response function introduces some nonuniqueness into the 
determination f j. We have therefore chosen to parameterize j 
with the function 
j (E ,a) = A 0 E -• sin 2• a0 (3) 
where A0, •' and n are constants. The subscript 0 refers to 
equatorial values, which are related to local values (no subscript) 
on the same magnetic field line by 
B , 
A = A0 (4b) 
where B is the magnitude of the magnetic field. Equation (4a) 
follows from conservation of energy and the first adiabatic 
invariant (magnetic moment) and (4b) follows from Liouville's 
theorem on an equipotenfial field line. The pitch angle 
dependence in (3) is convenient because it is maintained at 
different locations on a given magnetic field line and because it is 
a simple representation f the typical trapped ("pancake" shaped) 
distribution function. 
The model form (3) for j allows a calculation of a simulated 
data set,/9i, via (2). The three parameters A0, •' and n are then 
adjusted to obtain the best fit to the observed ata, N•. Since the 
data are collected in a counting experiment, they obey Poisson 
statistics and the best fit is defined by the minimization of the 
Poisson likelihood X 2 function [Baker and Cousins, 1984] 
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This has the same interpretation as the least squares X 2function 
has for Gaussian statistics. 
In practice it was not necessary, for the accuracy required, to 
perform the solid angle integration i  (2) at every iteration of the 
fit procedure. We have therefore chosen three values, n = 0, 1 
and 2, for the anisotropy parameter, and 08 = 0, 45 ø and 90 ø, for 
show the PHA data taken at 13:12 SCET inbound (top, +100 
counts) and 21:49 SCET outbound between L values of 11.8 and 
12.2 (the range is smaller at lower L). The dashed curves are the 
simulated PHA data from the fit. The two D1 counting rates are 
shown above with the simulated rates from the fit. At the top are 
the model equation and the three fit parameters with their 
statistical uncertainties. 
the angle from the TET telescope axis to the local magnetic field, 
and tabulated hesolid angle integrations at these values. The fit were included in the fit because of the energy loss in the passive 
procedure th n uses alinear interpolation between the tabulated shielding around the detector and the additional information 
values. The results ofthe integrations are close nough tolinear contained in the integral counting rates. The energy range, and 
with respect ton and 08 for this procedure to provide accurate how well j is approximated by a power law, are found from a 
results. In addition, we have made corrections to the simulated irect inversion. By discrefizing j, (2) converts into a simple 
data for the effects of detector deadtime and pulse pileup which linear matfix equation which we solve using the generalized 
are described in the appendix. inverse approach of Tarantola and Valette [1982] (the approach 
In applying the procedure described above toa data set aken strictly applies only to least squares problem but is adequate for 
by CRS near asingle point in space, the anisotropy parameter, n, the present purpose). One spectrum is fit using the pitch angle 
is generally not constrained. That is, the uncertainty i  n is dependence from the inbound/outbound power law fit. To 
unacceptably large due to the nearly omnidirectional nature ofthe constrain the inversion, the best fit power law is used as prior 
detector response functions. We have therefore chosen to information with an arbitrarily large uncertainty (typically 100 %) 
simultaneously fit two data sets taken at the same L value during and some correlation between adjacent points is also included. 
the inbound and outbound portions of the spacecraft trajectory, The procedure is illustrated in Figure 3. Points on the spectral fit
assuming that he values of the three fit parameters a econstant where the error bars are small compared with the prior value are 
on a given L shell. The value of n is then constrained by the said to be well resolved. These occur between e ergies of- 0.7 
variation of electron flux with magnetic latitude. A sample fit is and 2.5 MeV, which is typical of all of the cases tudied and 
shown i Figure 2. The PHA data, shown by the two histograms therefore provides a good estimate of the energy range over which 
which have been binned with four PHA channels per bin, were the analysis applies. 
taken over time intervals ofapproximately 5 rain each, centered at Figure 3 also contains three points from the measurements 
13:12 (top) and 21:49 SCET (spacecraft event time) on day 24. made by the low-energy charged particle (LECP) experiment 
In addition tothe values of the fit parameters, we also wish to [Mauk et al., 1987]. These are from the LECP channels which 
know the range of energies over which they are applicable. The have nergy ranges from 112 to 183 keV, 252 to 480 key and 480 
energy range is not simply given by the PHA channels which to 853 keV, and are plotted at the geometrical mean of each 
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Fig. 3. A sample fit using the discrete inversion technique described in the text. (Left) The inbound data from 
13'12 SCET is shown, with the same format as Figure 2, except that the PHA channels are now unbinned. 
(Right) Differential intensity versus energy. The histogram with error bars shows the result of the fit. The dashed 
curve is the best fit power law from Figure 2 which is used here as prior information. The dotted curve is the 113 
upper limit on the prior information. The three points at low energies are from the LECP experiment. 
range. The LECP and CRS spectra re continuous, but there is a 3. RESULTS 
change in the power law index, T, evident from the change in Fit Parameters 
slope on the log-log plot. We have therefore included a change 
in T in the power law fits, using the values given by Mauk et al. The three fit parameters, A0, T and n, are plotted versus L in [1987] for the three LECP channels below 850 keV and leaving it Figure 5. Statistical errors are not shown because they are 
as a free parameter above 850 keV. The value used in the Figure generally small due to the high counting rates. Systematic errors 
2 fit below 850 keV was TTM 3.4 and is evident byclose inspection are probably larger and may be due to calibration error in the 
of the dashed curve inFigure 3. This procedure gives us some detector response functions r inaccurate p rameterization of the 
confidence in xlxapolating the results o somewhat lower model intensity function. We estimate thatthe calibration error is
energies than the 0.7 MeV discussed above. <_ 10% and that he parameterization is probably the dominant 
The observed D1 and D2 integral tes are plotted versus L in potential source of error. To evaluate this possibility we have 
Figure 4.They are averaged over each time interval for which a repeated heanalysis using a substantially different model for the 
fit to the speclxum hasbeen made. The inbound (heavy curve) pitch angle dependence, i  which j is constant bove some pitch 
and outbound intervals have been chosen so that he centers of angle (the "loss cone" angle)and zero below. The loss cone angle 
each pair are as close as possible to the same L, to the xtent replaces n as a fit parameter. Theresults showed that this model 
allowed bythe time resolution of the data. The lengths of the was highly artificial because th flux always dropped to zero just 
time intervals were chosen togive enough counts for low above the highest spacecraft magnetic latitude. Even so, the 
statistical uncertainties in the PHA data, while still being phase pace densities (see below) derived from this model were 
sufficiently short to resolve the time variations i  the data. The not significantly different from those derived with the more 
points inFigure 4 for which fits have actually been made are realistic model, and we therefore consider that systematic errors 
between L =6.6 and 14.7. Inside this region the high fluxes introduced by the model do not alter any of the conclusions 
cause the detector response to become too nonlinear for a reliable discussed in the next section. 
analysis, due to unacceptably large deadtime and pileup A convenient way to view the results is provided by the polar 
corrections (see appendix). Inside L = 10 the D2 integral rate R-A magnetic coordinate system [e.g., Roederer, 1970], defined 
was high enough t at it was included in the analysis with the D1 by 
integral rate and PHA data. R = L cos2A (6a) 
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where k0= 0.23 GR• is the planetary magnetic dipole moment 
and Rv is the radius of Uranus (25,600 kin). A is the invariant 
latitude. These coordinates provide a way of projecting integral 
flux data from an arbitrary magnetic field, such as the Q3 model 
used here, to a dipole geometry in a single meridian. To carry 
this out we use the model differential flux from each fit to 
calculate the omnidirectional integral flux as a function of B 
along the Q3 field line. Then, for given R and A we convert o B 
and L with (6) and use linear interpolation to find the flux at that 
point. A color-coded R-A flux map for the omnidirectional 
integral flux above 1 MeV is shown in Plate 1. 
The spacecraft rajectory in R-A coordinates is shown in 
Figure 6, with points along the trajectory indicating the locations 
that correspond to the data points used in the analysis. There is 
one inbound and one outbound point (solid circles) for each L. 
Also shown are dipole magnetic field lines with L equal to the 
approximate orbital minimum values for Miranda (5.1), Ariel 
(7.5) and Umbriel (10.4) lacuna et al., 1988]. The dashed curves 
show the locations of the mirror points for electrons with 
indicated values of the second adiabatic invariant, K (see below). 
Phase Space Densities 
The phase space density is useful for considering the sources, 
sinks and diffusive transport of electrons. It is related to the 
differential intensity by 
f (r,p) = j(E,o0 t' a (7) 
where r is position, p is momentum and p = Ipl. Equation (7) is 
also appropriate, within a constant, o the density in a space of the 
Fig. 5. The fit parameters, A 0, 7 and n versus L. The units of A 0 
are (cm 2 sr s MeV-•). 
three adiabatic invariants, M, J and •, because there exists a 
canonical transformation between the phase space coordinates and 
the canonical variables which are proportional to the adiabatic 
invariants [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974]. Then f sadsties the 
diffusion equation [Haerendel, 1968] 
•f = •V.(G D.Vf ) +S (8) 
where D is the diffusion tensor, S is the net source of electrons 
and G is the lacobian of the transformation from M, J and 4) to 
the coordinates in use. 
The first adiabatic invariant (magnetic moment) is 
M = p2 2mB,• (9) 
where m is the electron rest mass and B,• is the magnetic field at 
the mirror points. In the case of equipotential field lines the 
second adiabatic invariant J = 2(2m )inK, where 
t2 
K = l(B.-B)mds (10) 
ll 
s• and s2 are the mirror point positions and the integral is along 
the guiding center magnetic field line. The third adiabatic 
invariant, •b, which is the magnetic flux inside a drift shell, is 
related to the invariant shell parameter, L*, by [e.g., Roederer, 
1970] 
L' 2•ko (11) 
Since drift shell splitting is negligible, we expect hat L* can be 
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Plate 1. Omnidirectional flux map in polar R-A coordinates for electrons above 1 MeV. The units are indicated 
by the color bar on the side. 
replaced by L and then (7) and (8) apply in the convenient with energies below this range are marked with an open circle and 
coordinates M, K and L. those above with a cross. Note that the kinetic energy for 
In radial diffusion K and M are conserved. The diffusion electxons at constant K and M is a decreasing function of L. 
velocity isthen proportional to the radial gradient off at constant Also shown are smooth curves corresponding to each pair of K 
K and M. To compute f at given values of K and M we proceed and M values. These were obtained by a least squares fit of a 
as follows: solution to the radial diffusion equation and are described indetail 
1. At each L where model fits to the data have been made, in the next section. 
compute B,,by numerically solving 4. IMPLICATIONS F R DIFFUSION 
K ] The dominant features of ther sults described abov  are theL•R•B' = F (12) deep local minima in thephase space density neark0 m Bg k0 the minimum L values of Ariel and, to a lesser extent, Umbriel. These are 
where F is the function which defines L in terms of K and B,, consistent with the similar features in the raw counting rate data 
[Mcllwain, 1966]. [Cooper and Stone, 1991]. The satellite absorption efficiency is 
2. Compute 0t0 from (4a), p from (9) and convert p to kinetic stxongly peaked near the minimal L of the orbit [Paonessa and 
energy, E. Cheng, 1987], so the features are macrosignatures, presenting 
3. From (3) calculate j and finally f from (7). the average ffect of satellite sweeping over many orbits. If 
Plots of f versus L for different values of K and M are shown in satellite losses are replenished primarily by diffusion, then the 
Figures 7 to 10. The points marked with a solid circle are within structure of the phase space density profiles and the absorption 
the CRS energy range of 0.7 to 2.5 MeV discussed above. Points efficiency provide an opportunity to study the diffusion process. 
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applies only to dipole magnetic fields, so in this section we use 
the OTD field model with dipole L corresponding to the Q3 L 
values of the previous sections. As noted previously, both the 
OTD and Q3 models lead to similar offsets of the absorption 
features from the satellite minimum L values. 
Sample values of Xss are shown in Figure 11 versus OTD L for 
M = 2000 MeV G -1 and for three values of K. The lifetime is 
shortest near the satellite minimum L where the L shell contact 
time is longest and the satellite is near the magnetic equator. At 
larger L the satellite moves to higher magnetic latitudes where 
electrons with large equatorial pitch angles mirror below the 
satellite and are not absorbed. Therefore the higher K values are 
absorbed over a larger range of L outside ach minimum L. 
The variation of xss with K means that electrons which diffuse 
radially past a satellite sweeping region will suffer a dramatic 
change in their pitch angle distribution as smaller pitch angles 
(larger K) are preferentially absorbed. Inside the satellite 
minimum L, where absorption cuts off at all pitch angles, the 
pitch angle distribution should remain in the highly anisotropic 
Fig. 6. Voyager 2 trajectory in R-A coordinates. The points form which is strongly peaked at 90 ø. The anisotropy arameter, 
along the trajectory show the locations of the data to which fits n, in Figure 5 shows that there is a rapid change in anisotropy 
have been made. The dashed curves are the mirror point locations near the minimum L of Ariel and a small change near the for electrons with the indicated K values. The dipole field lines 
correspond t  the minimum L values of Miranda, Ariel and minimum L ofUmbriel, butthat away from these r gions n has aUmbriel. nearly uniform value of n = 1.7, rather than steadily increasing 
inward. These results lead us to suggest that together with 
satellite sweeping and radial diffusion there is significant pitch 
an•,lo. diffi].qlan which i.q .qnfficlent to maintain the nearly uniform 
A model for the effective lifetime of electrons against satellite pitch angle anisotropy. The distribution functions expected with 
sweeping, xss, is given in the appendix. The model differs from and without pitch angle diffusion are illustrated by a quantitative 
that of Paone$$a and Cheng [1987] and Cooper [1990] because model below. 
we have taken into account hat the range AL corresponding to The existence of miniinc in the phase space density, rather than 
the satellite radius (rm) depends on the magnetic latitude. The just changes in slope, is also unexpected in the presence of 
previous authors assumed that AL = r m which results in a satellite sweeping and radial diffusion alone, requiring a local 
significant overestimate of ass when the satellite is at high source of energetic electrons. In the present context, the 
magnetic latitudes (this may not be true for energetic ions where requirement for a local source includes the possibility of an 
corrections for the large gyroradii are required). The model effective source at a given K and M due to nonconservation of K 
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Fig. 7. Phase space densities for K = 0.05 G 1/2 Ru as a function ofL and M. The units of M are MeV G -1. The 
solid circles correspond tokinetic energies in the range from 0.7 to 2.5 MeV. The open circles (crosses) are for 
energies below (above) this range. Each pair of K and M values has a smooth curve through the boundary points 
which represents a fit of solutions of a model diffusion equation to the interior points. 
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Fig. 8. Same as Figure 7 but for K = 0.1 G 
and/or M. If there exists a local source sufficient o increase the three dimensions, Wait [1970] introduced a new variable 
phase space density inside the satellite orbits and produce the • = M ly •, where y = sin it0, which is conserved in pitch angle 
observed minima, then it is possible that the nearly uniform diffusion at constant energy and approximately conserved in 
anisotropy could result from radial diffusion alone. However, the radial diffusion. Under this approximation, the diffusion tensor in 
diffusion coefficient would have to increase with K (decrease the coordinates L, x = cos a0, and •, has the form 
with equatorial pitch angle) at a specific rate determined by the K 
dependance of •ss, which is unlik ly. The apparent isotropizafion [D00u. 0 0 •] at the minimum L value of Ariel reflects the K dependence of the D D= (13) = De locations i  L of the phase space density minima, which occur at D,,; D; 
slightly higher L for higher K values. 
Pitch angle diffusion at constant L violates the first two Pitch angle scattering is often nearly elastic [Schulz and 
adiabatic nvariants, M and K. Therefore bimodal diffusion i  L Lanzerotti, 1974], so that the • diffusion coefficients, D;; and 
and pitch angle violates all three adiabatic invariants D,,; = D ½ are small. If they are ignored then, with the Jacobian 
simultaneously. To avoid solving the full diffusion equation i (within numerical factors) G = (•LS)U•T(y), the time 
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independent diffusion equation from (8) becomes If the y dependence of T is ignored and D= is independent ofx 
then [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974] g,(x)=2mJo(l•,x)/J•(l•n) [LI •-f--]x • witheigenvaluesln=D.l•.2. Jo ndJ•areBes selftmctionsof - s•2 •) -SaDt • + xT (y)D,• = (14) 1• -• •)L xT(y ) •)x )x order zero and one respecti ely and Jo(kn)= 0 (th  loss cone is
assumed to be at x = 1, so gn(1)=0, which is a good 
where T(y )= 1.38 - 0.32(y + ,_:2) [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974]. approximation for he L range ofinterest). By expanding f i  
The lifetime, x, includes Xss and any other sources or losses that (14) and then substituting the eigenvalue condition (15), the 
are proportional to f. Oue way to solve (14) [Wait, 1970] isto coefficients a  are found by the orthogonaliF of the gn to satisfy 
expand f in a series of pitch angle eigenmodes a set of linear ordinary differential equations 
f: •, an (L ,•j)gn (x), where 
1 a [xr agn] t• •-[ aLj-•,an= xT(y) Ox (y)D= x J =-•n(L,•)gn(x) (15) '" where the matrix 
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discontinuities • •e K = 0.4 cu•e ae due m overlap of the absoDtion regions. 
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(17) 
and D• is independent of x. 
The an are the amplitudes of the pitch angle eigenmodes 
which, if x is independent of x, diffuse independently. The • are 
couples diffusion in the different eigenmodes and causes the 
higher order modes to be excited. Thus high order eigenmodes 
will have their largest amplitudes in the absorption regions and 
pitch angle diffusion can then act as a source of particles at 
intermediate pitch angles. However, the higher order modes also 
have shorter lifetimes so that satellite absorption i creases the net 
inverse lifetimes of the eigenmodes which decay faster with loss of particles by precipitation. 
increasing n. If pitch angle diffusion were the only process Given forms for the diffusion coefficients and lifetime x, the 
occurring then, because all of the •, are positive, the eigenmode radial equation (16) is solved numerically for the set of a, by a 
amplitudes would all decrease with time, the decay representing finite difference, sparse matrix inversion technique [Press et al., 
particle diffusion into the loss cone and subsequent precipitation 1986]. Boundary conditions are specified by requiring that all of 
into the atmosphere of the planet. The precipitation loss rate the a• = 0 at L = 1 and that only the lowest order coefficient, a•, 
increases with D= and with the amplitudes of the high-order be nonzero at an outer boundary. The series is mmcated at n = 6 
eigenmodes relative to lowest order. Since the lowest order which was found to provide stable solutions that are accurate 
eigenmode has the longest lifetime, it should be the most except for 1-x 4: 1. For simplicity, only absorption by Ariel with 
commonly observed unless the higher order modes are being its minimum L at 7.5 is included at this stage and the outer 
locally excited. The Bessel function representation f the lowest boundary is at L = 14. 
pitch angle eigenmode iswell approximated byya, with n = 1.4. Three sample solutions are given in Figure 12, which shows 
Therefore it is a good approximation to the pitch angle contours of f versus L at equally spaced values of x from 0 to 
distribution derived from the data away from the satellite 0.8, and for t; = 8000 MeV G -•. A solution with no pitch angle 
signatures, indicating that Dr is approximately independent ofx diffusion, D• = 0, is shown in Figure 12a. Here the effect of the 
as assumed. satellite sweeping in exciting high-order pitch angle eigenmodes 
The x dependence of Xss in the satellite absorption regions is illustrated. The pitch angle anisotropy increases a  electrons 
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diffuse inward toward L = 7.15, then remains constant inside limited range of x. The low x values were not sampled near the 
L = 7.15 where there are no losses and the eigenmodes do not Ariel minimum L so that the model f values at low x, which 
decay. show only a shallow minimum, are not expected to be reproduced 
A solution with radial diffusion, pitch angle diffusion and by the data in this region. 
satellite sweeping is shown in Figure 12b. The steeper radial The necessity for a source term in the bimodal diffusion 
variation than the previous case is due to the finite lifetime of the equation (14) has implications for the approximations that were 
lowest pitch angle eigenmode, and the shorter lifetimes of the made in its derivation. The first approximation was to describe 
higher order modes cause the large anisotropy near L = 7.15 to radial diffusion assuming that x and • are conserved rather than 
decay back to the lowest eigenmode by L = 6. The rapid pitch M and K. Relaxing this assumption leads to additional diffusion 
angle diffusion of electrons with x •:1 near L = 7.15 acts a  a coefficients, such asDz• =•)L D•z. These can be calculated source for higher x values leading to the local re'raima in f. 
However, there is a net loss of electrons with all pitch angles, o and their equivalent source strength estimated by substituting the 
the deep local minima superimposed n a slowly increasing f known electron distribution fu ction i  the relevant term of the 
with L, evident inthe results ofthe data nalysis in the previous diffusion equation. Such estimates lead to small equivalent 
section, cannot be reproduced by this model. sources relative to those required, indicating that the 
Results of the model with an additional source ofparticles at all approximation is adequate forthe observed lectron distributions. 
L values are shown i Figure 12c. The source is represented by a The second approximation was to assume p rfectly elastic pitch 
negative lifetime, --•, so that he rapid change in pitch angle angle scattering. If some energy change is allowed then aD • 
anisotropy near the minimum œ,with a return to the lowest coefficient must be included, and if the changes in energy and 
eigenmode f pitch angle diffusion inside that œ, is retained. In pitch angle are correlated hen the off-diagonal (cross diffusion) 
addition, the source provides deep local m'lnima inf and an elements of the diffusion tensor (13) must be also. These are 
outward displacement of the minima t larger x resulting ina strong possibilities as they would be required in scattering by
more isotropic distribution at the m'mimumL itself. resonant wave particle interactions, where the electrons give 
A comparison of the solution i  Figure 12c with phase space energy to or receive energy from the wave. An estimate of the 
densities derived from the data t constant • and x is shown near required degree ofinelasticity an be made in this case. 
the Ariel signature in Figure 13. Features in the data that are For simplicity we assume that the pitch angle and energy 
qualitatively r produced by the model are the similar pitch angle change in each scattering event are uncorrelated so that no cross- 
distributions i ide and outside the absorption region, the large diffusion terms are required. Then we assume that he average 
anisotropy in the range L = 7.15 to 8.15, the isotropization squared change in momentum p is related to the average squared (bunching of the contours) at high x values just inside L = 7.15, pitch angle change by(Ap/p )2= 82(A x)2, where 8 is a constant. 
and the displacement of the phase space density minima to The energy diffusion coefficient is ow D• = 4•282D,= and the 
L > 7.15 with increasing x. Note that when the high-order pitch condition for nearly elastic scattering is y8 ,• 1. The results in
angle igenmodes are excited in the absorption region the Figure 12c show that x• l =7D,= is required to approximate the 
2, Ariel signature. By substituting a power law energy spectrum distribution can no longer be well represented as y as assumed 
in the data nalysis. Therefore the phase space densities derived into the • diffusion term of the diffusion equation, a  equivalent 
from the data in this region are expected to be valid over only a lifetime is obtained which, in the relativistic limit, is 
x•x=82D=•(7-3 ). This leads to a required 5=0.6 for the 
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observed 7= 6. Therefore y • < 1 for all y, but the condition of 
nearly elastic scattering is strictly satisfied only at small •y (small 
pitch angles). Since pitch angle diffusion requires that each 
individual Ax be small, the energy changes in each scattering 
event are also small relative to the total energy. These results 
show that energy diffusion may be a plausible source of energetic 
electrons, but a detailed calculation will require solutions of the 
full three-dimensional diffusion equation, including the cross- 
diffusion terms for resonant wave particle interactions. The 
observed hardening of the energy specmnn (decrease in 7) at 
L = 7.15 in Figure 15, and softening immediately outside, may 
provide a test of such a model. 
An order-of-magnitude estimate of the energy diffusion 
coefficient due to whistler mode turbulence has been given by 
Kennel [1969]. The equivalent coefficient for diffusion in speed 
v is related to the pitch angle diffusion coefficient by 
Dw = (V,t•lv2)D,,,,, where VA = B/(4r•-n)xa is the electron Alfven 
speed and n is the local plasma number density. Converting to 
D[[ gives 8 = (7Va Iv)2 where 7 is now the relativistic Lor•ntz 
factor. A kinetic energy of 1 MeV and the locally observed 
plasma density at L = 7.15 inbound of n = 0.06 crn -3 [$elesnick 
and McNutt, 1987] lead to 8 = 15. This is a larger energy diffusion 
Fig. 13. A close-up view of the solution i Figure 12c with the coefficient than derived from the model described above, but 
same format. The data points below are phase space densities 
derived from the data analysis at he indicated v lues of Xeas•d • given the level ofapproximation, the disagreement is not (M V G-I). The vertic l scales hav  been shifted f r unreaso able. Thedetermination of the plasma density atL = 7.5 
comparison. outbound was complicated by spacecraft charging, but may have 
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been as high as n - 1 cm -3 [McNutt et al., 1987] leading to 5 - 10. Clearly, the solutions for K = 0.4 G •a Rv do not reproduce 
0.3. the data accurately. The best fits are those for K = 0.1 G •a Re, 
The model described above is not flexible nough to accurately M = 4000 and 8000 MeV G -• which, according toFigure 6, are 
fit all of the phase space demities derived from the data. A also the most accurately sampled by the CRS detectors. The 
simple way to include the sources and losses due to pitch angle parameters derived from these fits should be considered the most 
diffusion is to solve the equation reliable. The radial diffusion coefficient at L = 7.5 is D - 
10 -7 s -• with {x - 5 to 7 and a net source strength S - 10 -7 s -•. In 
L •fl f f general, the coefficients D and S, and the exponent •x, are w ll a •} -aDt•= - (18) constrained in th  cases for wh c  good fitswere obtained, ith L •-• aL Xss 
typical uncertainties of 20% to 30%. The exponent • is less well 
for each K, M pair. Here the different metric from (14) is a result constrained an  the uncertainties ar  consistent with [• = 0. In 
of using K, M rather than x, • coordinates. The lifetime xm many cases, the solutions fail to produce a local minimum in f at 
represents a net source which may include, in an approximate Umbriel, indicating that the source strength near Umbriel was too 
way, the losses due to pitch angle diffusion. The smooth curves mall and the derived source strength applies tothe Ariel 
in Figures 7 to 10 are from least-squares fits of parametrized signature. This may indicate that local increases in the source 
solutions f (18) to the data points. The same numerical method strength arerequired near the satellite absorption regions. 
as in the solution of (16) was used, absorption by all three The radial diffusion coefficient estimated above from the CRS 
satellites was included, and the data points at the highest and data can be compared with previous estimates from both CRS and 
lowest L values were used as boundary conditions. Four fit LECP electron data. However, we must be careful to note that 
parameters foreach curve, D, ct, S, •, describe the radial the value obtained above isdependent o  other processes uch as 
diffusion coefficient, Dt• = D (L/7.5) a, and the net source pitch angle and energy diffusion which may not be accurately 
lifetime, x• = S (L/7.5) •. The model parameters r sulting from modeled, so that only an order of magnitude agreement with 
the fits are shown i  Figure 14. Note the increase in D and S previous e timates should be expected. Cooper and Stone [1991] 
with K required tofit the pitch angle distributions (except at estimate D• - 10- ? to 10 -• s -• from the width of the CRS Ariel 
K = 0.4 where the model does not accurately fit the data). This is absorption signature. From alocal analysis of the LECP phase 
because of the larger range in L of satellite absorption at higher K space densities in the Ariel signature Cheng et al. [1987] find 
values and is not required when pitch angle diffusion is included - 5 to 9 x 10 -7 s -1. From aglobal nalysis of the LECP phase 
properly (as in the calculation of Figure 13). 
The validity of the parameters should be judged by the quality 
of agreement between the solutions and data points in Figures 7 to 
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space densities, similar to that based on (18), Hood [1989] finds 
DtL - 6 x 10 -7 s -1 for -30 keV electrons at the Ariel signature. 
Thus there seems to be a general agreement in the approximate 
value of D• for electrons from tens of keV to MeV energies at 
L = 7.5. In addition, Hood [1989] finds a radial dependence of 
Dt• with a power law exponent of 3 to 4. This is somewhat 
lower than the values of ot in Figure 14, but here the CRS results 
may be adversely influenced by the processes producing local 
minima in f that are not present in the LECP data analyzed by 
Hood. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Fig. 14. Parameters derived for the model fits to the phase space densities n Figures 7 to 10, as described in the text. The L = 10.7 (see Figure 4 or Cooper and Stone [1991]). The 
diffusion parameter D and source parameter S both have units of differing displacements of the Ariel and Umbriel signatures may 
s -•. be a result of the higher K values sampled near the Ariel 
The radial profiles of the electron phase space density, f, 
derived for constant values of the first two adiabatic invariants, M 
and K, are substantially different from expectations based on 
steady state radial diffusion and satellite absorption. First, there 
are deep local minima near the satellite minimum L, indicating an 
electron source for given M and K values, which may be due to 
the nonconservation of M and/or K. We have used solutions of 
the radial diffusion equation to characterize the required source 
strength. The location in L of the local minimum near Ariel is a 
function of both K and M. For K = 0.1 G •a Re and M varying 
from 1000 to 8000 MeV G -: the minimum varies from L = 7.6 to 
7.8. The Ariel minimum L is 7.5 + 0.1. For higher K values it is 
an increasing function of K, reaching L = 8.2, independent ofM, 
at K =0.4 G la Re. The strong K dependence is due to the 
different locations of the inbound and outbound counting rate 
minima (Figure 4). The Umbriel minima do not appear to be 
significantly displaced from the minimum L of about 10.4 
(although there is some indication of a small outward 
displacement a  the higher K and M values), even though the 
inbound (low K) counting rate data do show a clear minimum at 
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minimum L (Figure 6), so that a high K displacement in the dominate the losses by satellite absorption. The wave intensities 
Umbriel signature would not be well represented in the data. The therefore still appear to be inconsistent with the existence of 
counting rate data also show outward displacements of the absorption features in the particle data. In fact, the radial and 
Miranda signature at high K, but the phase space density analysis pitch angle diffusion coefficients, or equivalent source strengths, 
cannot be extended to this region with the CRS data. The estimated in the present work are near the upper limits of those 
displacement of the Ariel signature can be reproduced in the compatible with the observed particle absorption features. 
solutions ofthe diffusion equation if a sufficiently strong source is The existence of a definite particle sink due to satellite 
included, and in that case its dependence onK is a result of the absorption, with strong variations in the sweeping rate as a 
similar dependence of the absorption efficiency. These models function of L and equatorial pitch angle, produces distinctive 
imply that the existence of local minima in f is necessary to features in the particle distribution function. These have led to 
produce the offsets which were observed irectly in the raw data, conclusions about diffusion in the radiation belt of Uranus which 
thereby supporting the conclusion that a local electron source is would not be available in the absence of the satellites. 
required. 
The nearly uniform electron pitch angle anisotropy, except for APPENDIX 
sharp variations in the satellite signatures, is also inconsistent Detector Response Functions 
with the expectations of steady state radial diffusion. This has led An electron telescope identical to that on the Voyager CRS to the conclusion that pitch angle diffusion must be important in insreinvent was irradiated with a wide, monoenergetic electron order to return the distribution function to the lowest pitch angle 
eigenmode away from the satellite signatures. Inelastic p tch beam and the distribution of pulse heights in the detector of interest was recorded. With the known incident electron flux and 
angle scattering can also provide a natural source of electrons to 
produce thlocal minima in f by causing energy diffusion along experimental livetime, the response function, 
R (E,E' -- Eb,0 -- 0b), was calculated for the particular beam the steep gradient in the electron energy spectra. Observations by 
the Voyager 2 LECP instrument at energies ju t below the energy, E•, and irection, 0•, which were varied toprovide a 
threshold of the CRS detectors used in this tudy are consistent complete characterization of the detector response. 
with the results presented h re and show that the local minima in The results of a D1 calibration with E• -- 2.36 MeV and 0• - 0 
f are present o ly for M >_ 100 MeV G -• [Cheng et al., 1987]. In (along the telescope axis) are shown in Figure A1, which is a plot 
the nergy diffusion nterpretation, this would be consistent withof R versus E. The response function shows a harp, full energy peak at E = 2 MeV due to electrons which stop in D1 losing most the hardening of the electron spectra in the LECP energy range 
[Mauk et al., 1987]. 
Observations of intense whisfier mode waves by the plasma 
wave instrument in the vicinity of the Ariel signature provide a 
direct estimate of local pitch angle diffusion coefficients. 
Coroniti et al. [1987] show that for two L values, 6.73 and 7.64, 
electrons in an energy range of-5 to 50 keV are expected to be 
on strong pitch angle diffusion with diffusion coefficients in the 
range of-10 -4 to 10 -3 sq. At higher energies, electrons are not 
on strong diffusion, but the coefficients extrapolated to -1 MeV 
are still near -10 -4 s 4, considerably higher than the value of 
of their energy to ionization within the detector (the remainder is 
lost to ionization within the thin aluminum casing on the front of 
the telescope, and the thermal blanket which surrounds the 
instrument). The broad peak centered at E = 1 MeV is due to 
electrons which penetrate the D1 detector. There is a low 
background level (evident below E =0.8 MeV) due to 
backscattering and scattering through the sides of the detector. 
The lack of response below E = 0.5 MeV is due to the electronic 
threshold. 
The entire D1 calibration, integrated over 0, is displayed in 
Figure A2. R is plotted versus both E and E '. We have used a 
-10 -s s -• that is sufficient inthe model we have presented. It may 
be that the low value applies away from the Ariel region. Larger smoothing procedure in the E direction a d a cubic s line 
wave amplitudes are expected in the vicinity of the satellite 
absorption, where the highly anisotropic electron distributions 
may be unstable to whistler growth. The reason that only a small 
value of the pitch angle diffusion coefficient is required to 
produce the observed pitch angle distributions i  that the derived 
radial diffusion coefficients are also small, so that the high-order 
pitch angle eigenmodes that are excited in the absorption regions 
have time to decay while the particles have diffused only a short 
radial distance. Localized enhancements of pitch angle diffusion 
in the absorption regions may increase the possibility that the 
source required to explain the phase space density minima is a 
result of inelastic pitch angle scattering. 
The large pitch angle diffusion coefficients estimated from the 
wave data would lead to fast precipitation losses of radiation belt 
particles and require a similarly strong source to replenish them. 
This is true for particles at energies where no extrapolation of the 
estimated diffusion coefficients is required as well as at the CRS 
energies. Fast radial diffusion could replenish the precipitation 
losses but would be incompatible with the radial diffusion 
coefficients derived from the particle data. Coroniti et al. [1987] 
suggest hat this problem can be overcome by a source due to 
10 
D1 response at 2.36 MeV, 0 ø incidence 
I I 
Energy (MeV) 
whistler mode nergy diffusion. However, any source sufficient Fig. A1. Measured D1 response function for 2.36 MeV electrons 
to replenish losses at the rate suggested by the wave data would entering along the TET axis. 
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are not recorded. The measured counting rates are therefore 
lower than they would be for an ideal instrument; an effect which 
increases with the counting rate. Due to the high electron fluxes 
encountered at Uranus, it is necessary to correct for the deadtime 
effect. An observed rate, r øtn (counts per second), isrelated to the 
true rate (that which would be observed if the deadtime were 
zero), r m•', by (røb) -1 = (rtr•) -1 + 'C • where •t is the deadtime. 
1 + x • r t• (A1) 
Using identical electronics to those aboard Voyager, we have 
measured the deadtime applicable to the TET data. It is a 
function of energies of both the event under consideration and the 
previous event. Therefore we obtain adeadtime matrix '1:• where 
Fig. A2. The D1 response function versus incident energy, E ', i labels the PHA channel number with the energy of the event and 
and observed energy, E. j labels that of the previous event. By requiring that (A1) hold 
for integral rates with constant deadtime, its generalization 
becomes 
interpolation in the E' direction o btain the resolution sh wn. Clearly evident is he variation of the two peaks seen i  Figure 1 + •x•r? (A2) 
A1. The stopping peak is dominant a low energies, where no 
electrons have sufficient energy to penetrate D1. At higher where ri truø(ø•) is the true (observed) rate in channel i. The 
energies the penetrating peak becomes dominant. average deadtime for the data we have analyzed is about 20 IJ.s. 
To characterize the properties of D1 and D2 as omnidirectional 
integral flux detectors, Figure A3 shows the two respome Pileup Correction 
functions i tegrated over 0b and observed energy, E. The y axis Another ffect which occurs athigh counting rates is pulse 
is labeled Afl because it represents an energy dependent pileup, whereby two or more vents which occur within the 
geometry factor. That is, A fl(E ')j (E')dE' is the counting rate amplifier pulse width add and become a single event at higher 
for electrons i  the energy range between E' and E'+dE'. We amplitude. The correction of true rates for pulse pileup is 
see from the slope ofthe curves at low energies that the detectors difficult, but fortunately it is usually small. We have developed 
do not have a well-defined energy threshold. Instead, their an analytic approach w ich we have checked byMonte Carlo 
sensitivity is an increasing function f the electron e ergy. The simulations. When the correction is small the analytic results are 
D2 geometry factor islower than that of D1 primarily due to the acceptable. W  approximate the pulse shape by a square pulse of
shielding of D2 by D1. width x = 2 gs (the amplifier shaping time). The probability of no 
Deadtime Correction events occurring inchannel j during the time x is e •, where rj 
is the rate of such events. Then the rate of events in channel i 
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